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'Deep Throat' case reaches resolution
By CHIP* SWINDLES
GnardUn AiMciatc Ediior
After 18 months of litigation
and negotiation, the Deep Throat
obscenity case appears to be
coming to a solution. The Student Affairs Committee of the
V"right State University Board of
Trustees this morning heard a
proposal that will settle the
issue, if acceptable to the Board
of Trustees and Federal Judge

Robert Duncan.
The guidelines submitted to
the Student Affairs Committee
are the result of negotiations that
took place over the last six
weeks. This last set of negotiations came about after Student
Caucus Chairer George Skieras
offered his services as mediator
between the University and the
student plaintiffs in the case.
Previous attempts to settle on
a set of obscenity guideines had

been to no avail.
BOTH SIDES in the case made
several concessions in the fin*!
proposal.
The guidelines submitted to
the committee pertain only to
films and/or live plays. The
University had previously wanted
these guidelines to cover "a
book, movie, play, presentation,
or liny artistic or literary work."
Tie plaintiffs, however, wanted
only films covered by the guide-

lines.
THE COMPROMISE guidelines provide for a review committee consisting of "two students appointed by the Student
Caucus; two faculty members
appointed by the Steering Committee of the Academic Council;
and two administrators appointed
by the President."
WSU. in its previous proposal,
has called for a review board to
be comprised of a student, to be

selected by the University Center
Board; an administrator, to be
selected by the University president; and a member of the
general community, as selected
by the WSU Board of Trustees.
Today's proposal also differs
from both the University's and
the plaintiffs' original guideline.'
in the composition of the body
that will act as the review board.
In an earlier proposal, the
(Sec •OBSCENITY,1 page 3)
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' W on transcripts 'could hurt'
By HON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer

Wright State will Dot rata* Ha tuition for all weeks.
Photo coorteay of Gary Floyd

A " W " on permanent student
grade transcripts might hurt the
student in the long run. and
lowering the $10 drop/add fee
would hurt the University by
decreasing the $86,000 of revenue gained by it. Registrar Louis
Falkner told attendants of the
hearing on drop/add changes
yesterday.
The hearing, in its second day
of meeting in 375 Millett. was
held jointly by the University
Curriculum Committee and the
student Affairs Committee.
THE PURPOSE of the hearings was to "salicit input" to the
drop/add situation at Wright
State, said Dr. Robert Earl,
professor of education and chairer of the Curriculum Committee.
Members of the committees
agreed that there ware two issues involved in the situation:
that of recording a withdrawal
from the students' permanant

Blizzard keeps Security busy
By G A Y L O N V 1 C K E R S

(•oardlan Staff Writer
The bUzzard of '78 dosed class
last Thursday and Friday for
Wright Kate. b « WTO security
may not
r^tice«'...thiy mm
too busy.
The Thursday morning shift of
• i i e i officers and one dispatcher
gin th-e word they might be h w
t long time at 4:15 t.m-. when
the Greene County Sheriffs office informed them thai roads
were being closed, according to
Carl Sims assistant director H
security.
SIMS WENT on to note when
no first shift pereonnal. including
himself, could come in ai 7:00
a.m. third shift was retained.
in addition to the security force
all of ihe dorm students and
abou! 20 custodians were snowed
is.
Also snowed in (a! horaei was
first shift dispatcher coordinator
Darle.ie Burdick. "When 1 look-

According to Robert Brown,
ed out the window (about 6:00
a.m.) 1 started getting ready to associate director of Facilities
Operations
these two men may
go to work." she said.
SHE DIDN'T mule '.t until have saved the University mon10:00 a.m. WHO. Sgt. Dennis ey. "By keeping people here we
Seewet picked her up in t. caught some problems before
University four wheel drive they became major problems."
He estimated
$750-S1,000
tr^ck.
Before returning to the csmpui would cover the cost of storm
they went on to pick up ARA repairs.
HE WENT on to point out the
cook Lee Caudill to prepare food
for the dorm students. "They cost of repairing a major building
(Dotm director Dave Alrich and which froze would have been
some students) were fixing food much higher.
Sgt. Seewer was to get no rest
when we came in."
According to ARA manager after bringing the Physical Plant
Daryl Lantz, Caudill got help employee to WSU. however, as
from Lennye Yokley. another Security was faced with a mediARA employee and two stranded cal emergency.
One of the custodians told
custodians who volunteered their
security he needed medication by
help
1:30 p.m. Leaving st 12:45 SeewSGT. SEEWF.R then returned
to the ice covered streets to get er and Grounds employee
Physical Plan! employee Mike Charles Weever got him to his
Davis to assistn Roger Walters in home in Fairbom with five minkeeping-to boilers supplying heat utes to spare.
Part two of how WSli weatherto the buildings lit, according to
ed the storm tomorrow.
Burdick.

grade transcript, and that of
lowering the $10 drop/add fee.
which as the highest among
Ohio's State Universities.
"I'm in a position where 1 have
to wear two hats." said Falkner,
who explained he had both the
impulse to help the student and
to keep the $86,000 in the
general fund.
FALKNER SAID the money
generated by the fee could probably pay for the yearly salaries of
"four faculty members of at least
the rank of associate professor."
The $86,000 was budgeted for
this year, based on last yeat's
revenue, as "expected income,"
without which the Universitywould either have to draw the
money from some other source or
cut some of its services, Falkner
said.
Eliminating the fee entirely
would hurt most students, said
Falkner. The costs of processing
the drop or add would have to be
paid by someone, he said, and it
came from a universally applied
fee to all students, them the
"ones who never drop would be
paying for other students' services."
ELENORE KOCH, vice-president and vice-provost for academic support programs, said
the money in the general fund, to
which the fees go. are used to
finance several support programs
To diminish the fee at all. she
said, would be asking the University to cut those programs.
Koch justified the fee by saying that any student wanting a
special service from WSU/such
as dropping a class, should pay
for that service, and that tile

service was one of many available to a minority of people who
would actually use them.
The minority using the services, said Koch, should foot the bill
for them. Making the entire body
finance these minority services
would be unfair, she added.
STUDENT CAUCUS Graduate
Representative Beth Graham
said that while she didn't support
the raising of tuitions to finance
the support programs, she could
justify that easier than forcing a
student who needed to drop a
class to pay an "inequitable
fee."
"I think that's totally unfair
and unjust." said Graham.
"All fees are inequitable,"
said Koch, who responded that
she had never said the fees were
fair.
"YOU CAN'T cost it our penny
for penny." Koch said, explaining that the services supported
by the fees must be paid for
some how, and the only alternative would be to cut the programs.
Falkner told the members of
the hearing that the actual cost of
processing
the
transactions
would be around $2.00 or $2.50.
Regarding the present cost of
the fees, however, Falkner said
"1 sec nothing wrong with using
that as a means to promote some
additional income."
THE DIFFICULT part comes,
said Falkner, when a student
comes to him and says that he
cannot afford the $10. "I have to
shake my head and say 'I'm
sorry you're 'rapped in that
course with that grade (but) I
(See 'HEARINGS.' page 3)

thursday
weather

Snow flurries Thursday and Friday. Lows Thurv'
to 15. Highs Thursday and Friday from 20 to 25

night form 5

check signing
Students who have not yet endorsed their financial aid checks
may do so through Friday. Failure to sign checks will result in
cancelled financial aid and registration.
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UMW strike near end

By United Pmw International

John Guzek, president of United Mine workers District 6. said
Wednesday "settlement of the
coal strike is apparently near,"
and added that he has been told
to be ready to go to Washington
""at any moment."
The UMW struck Dec. 6 and
contract talks in Washington between the UMW and the Bitiminous Coal Operators of America have been stalemated ever
since.
GUZEK SAID Wednesday. "I
have received a telegram telling
me to be ready to come to
Washington at any moment-to be
on 24-hours notice. Settlement of
the coal strike is apparently near,
or they wouldn't send a telegram
like that."
An industry source also said
Wednesday that "the strike will
be over within a week."
Guzek said he was not told any
details concerning a tentative agreement, but said he had been
informed earlier that most major
stumblig blocks had been ironed
out.
GUZEK, AS president of Districk 6 with 16.000 members in
Ohio and northern West Virginia,
would go to Washington to be
briefed on any tentative agreement so he could explain the
contra.i to the district's members.
The strike has depleted coal
reserves for electric utilities in
Ohio and an official of one of the
state's major electric utilities
said there is "little hope" thet it

THIS IS not the view of Ohio
Gov. James Rhodes. Represenatives of his office Wednesdaydemanded President Carter take
an active role in the negotiations
between the UMW and the
BCOA so the state's utilities
would not be forced into making
extreme conservation measures.
In a meetging with representatives of some eastern utilities,
luther Heckman said, "we are
running out of coal and there's
been no federal action. We need
some reai leadership at the
executive levet-l mean intervention into the mediation process
through use of the power of the
presidents's office."
Heckman met for more than
three hours with David Bardin.
an administrator of the Economic
Regulatory Administration of the
Energy Department
"THE MOST disappointing
part of this session was when
Bardin was asked about the
progress of the coal negotiaitons
and ail he could say was 'they're
continuing.' That's just not enough." Heckman said.
"We've never been this far
down on our supplies," he said,
adding that the last 20 days of
supply in a coal stockpile often
has lost its capacity to produce
energy and is mixed with dirt
and other debris.
He characterized the situation
in Ohio as "extremely serious
and said that other utv. ty officials from Michigan and Indiana
agreed with him.
"OUR BEST estimates are
statewide Ohio has about SO days
of coal left and without help it
"I'm not in favor of federal could mean unemployment oi
intervention at this point. I think close to 500.000 people at the
the negotiators should still be end of the month.
ed to work it out. But. if we
get down to a 30-day coal supply,
Heckman said Ohio needs
then things v.ould really get 18.000 megawatts per day but all
drastic and that might be the the Energy Department could
rcaking point in by way of insure was 6.000 to 8.000 megathinking. Then we might need watts being brought into the
sore presidential insistence."
hardest hit area oer dav.

can avoid supply curtailments
including rolling blackouts if the
rolling blackouts if the nationwide strike continued.
The Ohio Farm Bureau Federation said a cutback in electricity
would cause "disastrous condition" for farmers and consumers
who are still reeling from the
impact of last week's blinard.
ROBERT SISI.NGER. vice president for corporate affairs for
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co, which has 1.340,000
customers in its service area,
that there apperars to be no
alternative but to impose supply
curtailmcts by the end of the
month.
"There's a little hope-not a
whale of a lot," said Sisinger at a
news conference in Columbus.
"If you want our honest opinion.
I think we are going to get into
the 30 day curtailment plan."
"I surely think there would be
havoc if we get to the point
where we can't produce electricity," said R. Gregory Graham of
the Cincinnai Gas & Electric Co.
"Industries shut down, people
out of jobs, schools closed, no
water-pumping, no radios, no
TV. no phones."
CINCINNATI GAS & Electric,
down to a 50-day coal supplyWednesday. is now urging all
customers to conserve electricity.
"Wr are now in a very serious
situaion with dwindling coal supplies. We can delay any havoc by
not using as much coal as usual,
but the only way havoc can be
prevented for sure is to have the
coal negotiators come to a set-
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Yellow Springs

Feb 2- Feb 3
WOODY ALLEN WEEKEND
Thi.rs-Sat TAKE THE MONEY
7 t>m
AND RUN
9 pm
THE FRONT
special Sat. triple feature including
5:30 EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SEX

Sun&Tu© ANOTHER MAN,
7&9 pm. ANOTHER CHANCE
A love story-western starring
James Caan and Genevieve Bujold
filfy. director Claude LeLousche
(A Ma« and A Won?IB. And Now My Love)

Adiits 51.75 12 and under $1.25
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The World J

Talks avail nothing
VALETfA. Malta (UPI)-The United States. Britain and black
Rhodesun guerrilla leaders ended three days of talks Wednesday
without being able to announce any points of agreement on how to
replace the white minority regime of Prime Minister Ian Smith.
But representatives of both groups said there would be further
talks although no place or date has been set.
Asked why not a single point of progress could be announced by
either side after the intensive talks. U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations Andrew Young said: "The whole thing has to be
seen as a package. We cannot ask the Patriotic Front guerrillas to
agree to anything now as that means they would lose their
negotiating power with Smith in an overall settlement"
"SMITH IS doing the best he can and he is a survivor." Young
said. "He'll make it all right. He'll go to Australia or somewhere.
"What we have to do is see that the country survives."
Young and British Foreign Secretary David Owen had been
meeting Patriotic Front leaders Joshua Nkomo and Marxist Robert
Mugabe to discuss Anglo-American proposals for a settlement of
the Rhodesian question.
THESE INCLUDE a cease-fire followed by a transition period
supervised by a U.N. force and British resident governor Field
Marshal Lord Carver. During this period there would be free
elections on a one-man-one-vote basis before transfer of power to a
black majority.
Throughout the three days ot talks in a luxury hotel on Malta's
highest point, the guerrillas insisted that their forces "sould be the
sole guarantor of the irreversibility" of arrangements made for
eventual transfer of power.

Shelling enters 4th day
HASBAYA, Lebanon (UPl)-Lebanese Christian rightist militiamen
battled Palestinian guerrillas and Lebanese leftists with tank,
artillery and heavy machine gun fire for the third consecutive day
Wednesday.
Leftist sources estimated that at least six persons had been
wounded on both sides in the past 24 hours, but there was no
immediate confirmation of this figure from the rightist forces.
Commenting on the recent resumption of daily clashes after the
relative lull that had prevailed since autumn, one leftist leader
said. "The military situation has definitely escalated and the fear
here is that it may lead to even larger-scale clashed."
THE FIGHTING, whirii picked up at dusk Tuesday and lasted
until the pre-dawn hours cf today, was between Palestinians and
leftists in Khiam. Ebel es S/iqi and Rachaya al Foukhar who traded
fire with Christian rightists in Marjavoun, Kleia and El Meri.
All of the towns are located in a strategic pocket of southeast
Lebanon, near the intersection of the Lebanese. Syrian and Israeli
borders. The Southeastern Arkoub region has been dubbed
"Fatahland," due to the presence of Palestinian guerrillas in the
area.

Presley look-alike awaits results
ORLANDO. Ha. (UPI)-It will take a week before the world knows
whether Dennis Wise now looks like Elvis Presley, but his doctor
says one thing is certain: "He lioesn't look like Dennis Wise any
more."
Wise, 24, underwent six hours of plastic surgery on his cheeks,
nose, lips and chin Tuesday, said his manager, Denny O'Day.
O'Day said it would take a week for the swelling and bruises
caused by the operation to subside enough to tell how much Wise
resembles Presley.
Until Wise recovers, O'Day said, he won't allow photographers
to take his picture.
WISE, WHO Is a singer, plans to have an Elvis imitation act,
complete with a back-up b»nd that has begun rehearsing, and
O'Day said the group could begin touring within two months.

$10©

It's enough to make you give them e piece of your mind.
Sa.e to pay your tuition with what you
can earn monthly by donating plasma

7 ua daily piua p piasma alliance
evening* M-Th

1»5 Hetew Sc 2X4-1973

Hearings

n n n l i n i i a / l ffrom
m m n
a n . 1)
t 1
(continued
page
can't make the decision to waive
the fee on the basis of your lack
of money."
"The student who knows the
system can and often does beat
that system," said Falkner. One
way to esc»pe the fee is to have
the professor or advisor approve
the drop, with fee waived, on the
grounds of advising.
Falkner said that many people
protest the fee on the grounds
that since they are leaving the
class without any refund, the
unreturned money should go to
pay for the processing the drop.
"There's a lot of truth to that."
he said.

Obscenity—

(continued from page 1)
plaintiffs had requested that the
review board be composed of
seven students; three to be
selected by Student Caucus, and
two each to be selected by the
University Center Board and the
University president.
ANOTHER
SIGNIFICANT
compromise is the manner in
which the review body is to
define obscenity. The proposal
submitted this morning has no
provision at all regarding on
what the review committee is to
base its dccisior,
According to the guidelines
originally released by the University. prurient interests, sexual
conduct and "serious literary,
artistic, political, or scientific
value" were to bt the criteria for
determining whether or not a
work is or is not obscene.
The plaintiffs had asked that a
work be banned "only if there is
a clear and present danger of the
film causing substantial physical
damage eo any member of the
University community or causing
a disruption of the University
classes."
ACCORDING TO the proposal
submitted this morning, any
member of the University community may question whether a
student entertainment is obscene
by submitting "written notice to
the
REVIEW
COMMITTEE
through the vice-present tor
Academic Support Services."
Such notice nu-«t be submitted at
least 10 days prior to the scheduled showing of the activity.
The guidelines will not appiy
"to University ac*dei.>. research, eUwroom-reSattd instruction, and student jpiinsored
educational ,-rteavors."
R e p r e s e n t ^ the University fci
the negotiations were Eugene B.
lhe
Cwteisr*. d e a n
college oi
libera' jirts. and Fleanore Koch,
vice-prcsidect for scademt. support services.
Negotiating on behalf of the
plaintiffs were Sideras, Mark
Halstead <1976-77 Student Ombudsman). Jaoe Lynch (1977-78
Student Ombudsman), Mtd Ted
Staton (1976-77 University Center Board Chairer).
Associate Professor of Geology, Paul Pushkar and Assistant
Professor of Communications
James Seyer took part to the
negotiations as faculty observers
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THE ONLY thing not used decrease in drop transactions
when a student leaves a class,' since the fee boosted from S5 to
Falkner said, are the "human S!0.
resources" of the professor's
A MORE useful deterrent
attention to the remaining stu- would be to place a record of the
withdrawal, signified by a grade
dents.
Earl and Dr. Stephen! Renas, of " W " . on the students' perassociate professor of economics manant transcript, agreed the
and chairer of the Student Affairs two committees' chairers who led
committee, agreed that they the hearings.
Falkner. whose duties as regiswould report to their committees
that they sould recommend a trar do not cover academic afdrop in the fee due to a consen- fairs, taid that he feared that
sus of complaints that the fee putting ,» " W " on the students'
record" could jeopardize the adwas too high.
Falkner said that he did not mission of the student in to
see the fee as a deterrent to professional schools and gradustudents' dropping classes. Fig- ate programs."
Associate Provost Jerry Hubures show only a 2 percent

schman protested "Wouldn't
that be dishonest to the outside
world?" By not showing the
record of the acutal withdrawals
from a given class. And showing
only the eventual grade achieved
after possibly numerous retakings of the class, the employer
who hires the former student is
cheated out of knowing the student's actual academic performance. said Hubschman.
Falkner argued that in such a
case the person usually takes five
years to graduate, and the would
be evident from the records
lacking any reference to withdrawn and retaken classes.
"I'm afraid of what 1 guess l's

call the douUt jeopardy," said
Student C aucus Liberal Arts representative Steve Stringer, referring to lhe possibility that the
fees would ren>ain $10 and the W
would be added to the transcript.
"It's a dojble penalty," he said.
The results of the hearings will
be reported by the two chairmen
to their respective committees.
The financial question of lowering the fee would have to go to
the administration for recommendation to the Board of Trustees. but the academic question of
adding a " W " to transcriptions
would probably be taken to
Academic Council for approval.

The TI-57. The super slide-rule that'll
get you into programming... fast and easy
Even if you've never programmed before.

L""or t h e s t u d e n t w h o requires slide-rule functions, the
TI-57 delivers an exceptional
c o m b i n a t i o n of a d v a n c e d
m a t h e m a t i c a l arid s t a t i s t i c a l
capabilities*. F r o m f u n c t i o n s
s u c h a ? t r i g , logs, p o w e r s , r o o t s
and recipr.-*:als...to m e a n , variance. s t a n d a r d deviation and
much more.
A n d a s l o n g a s y o u ' r e in
t h e m a r k e t f o r a s u p e r sliderule calculator, why not buy
one t h a t can also put t h e power,
s p e e d a n d c o n v e n i e n c e of programming- at your dispo-a!?
Programming a calculator

s i m p l y m e a n s g i v i n g it a logical
s e t of i n s t r u c t i o n s f o r a c c o m p l i s h i n g w h a t y o u w a n t it t o
do. P r o g r a m m i n g e n a b l e s y o u
lo solve lengthy a n d repetitive
problems
quickly
by s u b stituting
new variables into
t h e s e t of
instructions
which you
h a v e already entered into the machine.
T h e e n d r e s u l t is m o r e effi-

c i e n t u s e of y o u r t i m e in p r o b iem-solving.
All t h i s a n d m o r e is e x p l a i n e d in o u r u n i q u e , illustrated, easy-to-follow guidebook, " M a k i n g T r a c k s I n t o
P r o g r a m m i n g . ' T h i s 200-page
book c o m e s w i t h t h e T I - 5 7 . I t
contains simple, step-by-step
instructions and examples to
h e l p you q u i c k l y l e a r n t o u s e
p r o g r a m m i n g f u n c t i o n s to
make your problem-solving
f a s t e r , m o r e a c c u r a t e and f u n .
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
...INNOVATORS IN
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
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Double-whammy
strikes again
While rising costs in higher education is a fact of life, why is it
the student, the person least able to pay the costs, is expected to
play the role of Atlas in supporting the system of higher educution
in this state7
The main cost to the student is the already loo-high tuition rate
but there are more irritating costs, those hidden from the public
view. One of many of these hidden costs is the outrageous S10
drop/add fee.
Wednesday. University Registrar Louis Falkner told those
attending the second day of the two-day public hearings into
Wright State drop/add proceedures.
Falkner said that it the fee is eliminated the revenue would have
to be generated elsewhere, which probably would be the pockets of
the students where it already comes from.
The hearings were held so students could provide some input
into planned changes in these proceedures.
Bui after the hearings, the fee seems like it will stay, with the
only change in the wind being the addition o f a "W' signifying u
withdraw! from a course
One can understand why the administration is able to give us a
double-whammy, penalizing us both in the wallet and on the
permanent records.
One can cry and scream about il all they want, but the time for
action is past. It was yesterday afternoon when only seven
students, among whom were four members of Student Caucus and
one reporter from the Daily Guardian.
Once again, it seems we have dug our own grave with our
apathy. A lot of complaining goes on the line at the registrar's
window on the last day to drop classes but nothing will change
until the complaints are changed into actions.

Action necessary
Quick action must be taken, once the weather permits, to
alleviate a dangerous situation on one of the most heavily travelled
roads on campus, tftd possibly w ihe county.
Since January 1977 there have been at least five accidents and
an untold number of near misses on the curves of Sorth Main
Campus Drive. Since then, much has been said about what most
people on this campus realize is a constant threat to Ufe and limb.
The most recent staeixent on this subject was made by Fairbom
City Engineer Joseph Arih-jngal. In a report, which was requested
by .he Univers,.y. Arihungai makes suggestions on how the road
can be made .aftr. Though the report is not yet complete.
Execute Doctor of Campus Planning and Opeitions Robert
Francis says that the suqgestii*ts could be acted upon as soon as
possible.
While francu intentions ere pood they mfcJt b.- laker, with a
grain of salt; w* have heard these wcN; before Words Knot*
words until rhey are turned intu actions. We have heard
worls
before but we have seen no actions last fall there was Soft
of budding guardrail' ulong the curves. Where are they 7 While the
reasons for this vaccuum of action ,«i9y be valid. I he fact r e r u n s
I here is still nothing preventing an out-of-con'.rok car frw.n
careening itito the trees.
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-by E. L. Stager

Travellers can relate
D. L. Stewart, Journal Herald "Off the
Beat" columnist and author of the book The
Man in the Blue Flannel Pajamas, was recently
interviewed by E. L. Stager. In Part Two.
Stewart discusses his columns.
Almost everyone who has visited a foreign
country can identify with the columns Stewart
wrote about his trip to Mcnico. One of his best
remembered concerns eating in a Mexican
restaurant.
STEWART EXPLAINED, "The waiter re
comnicnded the tortilla soup. Not knowing
much about Mexican food, 1 decided to try it.
They brought me this little silver bowl about
half full with a spoon. Well, I wasn't
impressed, h. t I started to eat it anyway. It was
cold like yichyssoise until it got to my throat.
Then it began to burn and burn and burn. I
drank beer and water by the glassful. Nothing
helped. 1 only ate a little more and couldn't
finish it.
It was awful! Then the waiter brought out a
plate of food. When I asked what it was. he
said "Soup." Thinking he misunderstood, I
pointed to the bow! and said, "Not this, the
plate," He then explained to me that the plate
was the soup, and the bowl contained hot
sauce.
"AS IF that wasn't bad enough, 1 pulled the
curtain off the door as I was leaving. 1 really
had the ugly American syndrome."
WffllJE STEWART attempted to photograph
5 Mexican woman selling artifacts, she pelted
him with a hard piece of fruit in a very tender
part ol the male body because he did not have
her permission.
Stewart has also visited Plains, Georgia.
"One of the most surrealistic scenes I ever saw
happened at Billy Carter's gas station. These
little old ladies in flowered dresses got oi* the
tourist bus and went inside this grimy gas
siatio.: . They loriked around, walked over to the
cooler, an.H opened a can of beer. Il was
incredible to see these old blue-haired ladies it<
flowered dresses standinQ in this rfjrty place
drinking beer from a can."
When asked what he thought of Billy Carter.
Stewart replied that he is proposing an
amendment th«t all future presidential candidates be orphans or have no living family.
STEWART HAS no hobbies. Instead, he
spends fimr researching in*ny subjects for his
column:
He wrestled Victor, a (.50 pound bear, "After
I agreed, 1 couldn't back out;"
Interviewed a stripped stripper. "Only when
I saw her with clothes on did 1 lust for her;"
VISITED A nudist colony, "While taking off
my clothes, I had this fear that when I t'.rned
around, thev would all be dressed;"

V

Flew with a pilot who did aerobatics in a 1934
bipline. "I wanted to throw up. but I didn't
know which way was up;"
MET AND interviewed Lawrence Welk, "I
began my column on him by saying that many
people think he is old and corny, but then I
went on to say that he really was a super
person. I really liked him. I received letters
accusing me of having something against
Lawrence Welk. old people, and good music.
They didn't understand or ju:it didn't read the
entire column;"
AND PLATED donkey basketball. "They
gave me a helmet to protect my h^ad. but
that's not what those damn things were
kicking. Ever try to mount a donkey with your
legs crossed?"
Stewart has had few repercussions on his
columns and has been censored only once.
"While in New York, I stayed at the
Algonquin Hotel and did a column on the
famous round table, the meeting place for
Dorothy Parker, George S. Kaufman, lexaroder
Woollcott, and the rest. I promised to send the
hotel manager a copy when it was printed. 1
ended the column with something like.
"Wouldn't it be great to hear Dorothy Parker
say once again. "If ail the girls at Smith and
Bennington were laid end to end. I wouldn't be
surprized." They cut the quote and didn't
replace it. I never sent the manager a copy.
He'd have thought that 1 was an idiot for
ending the column in the middle of a
sentence."
STEWART'S BOOK, The Man in the Blue
Flannel Pajamas, is a collection of 80 of his
"Oft the Beat" columns and photograph'. He
found it difficult selecting them since he
considers his columns to be like his children: he
has no favorites, they are a purt of him, and
they come out struggling and icrcammg.
The book is only sold locally, and Stewart
thinks that it's the type to give as a gift. It costs
JS.95. (Two hours of panhandling or selling
some old used books to the book store should
cover it.)
Erma, Bombeck wrote the fore ward for
nothing. Stewart considers this to be the
greatest act of love one writer can show toward
another,
"You can't believe the way I felt wh»*n 1 saw
my name on a book." Stewart exclaimed. "I
opened it and saw the Library of Congress
number-God, I don't evm have a card there."
ONE OF the book's reviews came from a
class mate of Stewart's 10-year-old son. "My
son beat the hell out of this kid. and as the
fight broke up, this kid turned to my son and
said, 'Your dad's book sucks.' But what does a
10-year-old kid know?"
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Surveys induce insanity

Page 5
V

by Miriam Elrod

"I don't think I'll do it again."—Karichin
Withani, California media student and former
pollster.
Those are the words of the only other person
I know who was foolish enough to attempt a
music survey. She was last seen sitting in a
corner with a glazed look in her eyes (or was
that a glazed doughnut?), muttering things
about Freddie Mercury's ankles.
I WAS ST81CKENED by temporary insanity,
prompting me to disregard my friend's fate and
institute the First-and-Last-Guardian Music
Awards. So, with a somewhat neurotic fanfare.
I now present the winners:
Best Male Vocalist: Dan Fogelberg, with a
whopping two votes. There were IS (court
'em!) other nominees (proving that, if there's
not much opinion here in the Great American
Heartland, what little there is is at least
diverse), including Jackson Browne, Ronnie
Van Zant, James Taylor. Ian Anderson. Todd
Rundgren and Greg Lake.
Best Female Vocalist: Linda Ronstadt. Carly
Simon and Joni Mitchell tied for second place.
Best Group: Fleetwood Mac. Second place
went to Led Zeppelin and the Grateful Dead.
Seven other group- were nominated.
Best New Group or Artist: Andy Gibb.
Boston and Foreigner tied for second place.
Cheap Trick. Elvis Costello. Carol Bayer Sager,
Sea Level and the Dictators were nominated.
BEST SONGWRITERS! Jimmy Page/Robert
Plant and Joni Mitchell. Also nominated were
Arlo Guthrie, Stevie Wonder, Kerry Livgren.
Bob Dylan, Kris Kristofferson and five others.
Best Producer: Peter Asher. Also: Jack
Douglas. Frank Zappa, Ian Anderson. Stevie
Wonder, Todd Rundgren. and five others.
Best Studio Lp: Rumours by Fleetwood Mac.
Also nominated were Steely Dan's Aja. Dictator's Manifest Des'my. Jeff Beck's Wired, the
Grateful Dead's Terrapin Station, and six
BEST LIVE LPi Love you Live by the Rolling
Stones. Other nominees were Jackson
\J3rownes Running on Empty, Genesis' Seconds

J

Groundhog history
Late last night the residents of Ohio were on their knees praying
for a dark, dismal day today to prevent the ground hog from seeing
his shadow.
As the legend goes, in America, if the groundhog sees his
shadow. Mother Nature will bestow another six weeks of winter
weather on us. And, with the weather conditions the northern
states have had in the past three weeks, that is the least thing
anyone wants to happen.
THE REASON it was pointed out that the above is an American
tradition is because it is a far cry from the original.
Groundhog day has evolved through a long process, beginning
with an old feast to the Roman goddess Februa. She was the
goddess of Purity which led the celebration to be called the Feast
of Purity, characterized by the burning of candles in her honor.
The feast developed into a holy day for the Roman Catholic
church. Church Mass day was a day devoted to the Virgin Mary,
celebrated with ceremonies which included lighting candles. This
custom lasted for many years.
THE SCOTS added superstition to the mass day by saying "...if
Candle Mass is fair and clear there will he two winters in the
year."
Thus the rumor was started and. as rumors do, it gathered new
variations through the years. An example of this is a rule proverb
of which the date and original location is unknown. It tells the
results of a sunny February 2: "...February second day, half your
corn and half your hay."
Another variation on the superstition comes from our northern
neighbor. Canada. The basic idea is similar to ours, however,
there is one rather large difference-the animal who sees his
shadow is a bear.
THE SNOW and blizzard conditions that we have experienced
lately have caused thousands of people to dread today, especially
since Ohio has been declared to be in an emergency Mate by
Governor Rhodes. Many people have also heard the prediction that
we may have just entered a seven year cycle of bad winters and
there are five more to go.
We have bien told to cut back on our use of electricity and heat
and to be conservative on all energy sources possible. It would be
» great help if we were not blessed with an enlongated winter.
Maybe if we art lucky, the ground hog hole will be covered with
ice and he won't be able to get out.
Many thanks to the WSU library for the history of one of our
more famous national holidays.

Out. Bete Midler's Live at Last, and seven
others.
Best Debut Lp< Bono* and Foreigner. Five
other albums were nominated .
Best SLigle: As there was a 12-way tie in this
category, I cast the tie-breaking vote for James
Taylor's Handy Man- Some of the other
nominees were Stevie Wonder's Anotker Star,
Randy Newman's Short People. Joan Baez' Cry
Me a River, Fleetwood Mac's Dream i and
seven others.
BEST SONGSi Short People and Dreams.
Also nominated were Heard it in a Love Song
by the Marshall Tucker Band. Carly Simon's
Nobody Does It Better, Lynyrd Skynyrd's Free
Bird. Kansas' Carry On Wayward Son and four
others.
Best New Wave Artist(s): The Sex Pistols,
There were a variety of nominees ranging from
Brian Eno to the Tubes.
Best Country-Western Artist<s): There was a
three-way tie in this category: Pure Prairi;
League, Wa Ion Jennings, and Emmykra
Harris. Nominees included Dolly Parton, Steve
Goodman, the Eagles and four others.
AND THE SURPRISE winner in the Best
Three-Record Set by a Former Member of
Crosby. Stills. Nash and Young is Decade by
none other than Neil Young. There was one
vote for Kiss: the Originals (very, very droll),
not to mention one for a "Welcome to my Rut
by Neil Young."
Warren Zevon, by virtue of receiving absolutely no nominations, is the winner of the
"Obscure Performer of the Year."
Michael Hamon of Fairborn was the winner
of Rory Block's Intoxication on Chrysalis (which
has been reviewed previously in the Guardian).
His ballot was chosen at random from the 14
(yes, you read right—14 miserable responses)'
entries.
WELL, THE RESULTS definitely aren't
conclusive stctistics on the tastes of Dayton's
record buying public, just the views of a vocal
minority.

*

*
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Series on Sunday. February S
at 3 p.m. in the WSU Creative
Arts Center Concert Hall.
The concert will consist of
works written for two violins:
Duos by Haydn. Bartok and
Hindemith and the Sonata for
Two Violins and Piano by
Darius Milhaud.
The concert is free and
open to the public.

News Shorts!
Today
Klman Friar l « l u r «
Greek-American poet Kimon Friar will ".peak at Wright
State University at 12:30 p.m.
Thursday. February 2 in
Room 175 Millett Hall on
"The Spiritual Odyssey of
Nikos Kazant/akis." The lecture is free and open to the
public.
Cheek Signing
Financial Aid check signing
scheduled last week at the
Bursar's Office has been extended thru Friday, February
3. 1178. Checks are to be
signed at the Bursar's Office
between the hours of 8:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Students
must be present their Wright
State University Student I D.
or a picture I D. If checks are
not signed by February 3,
1978. the student's financial
aid and registration will be
cancelled due to non payment
of fees.
Hollow Tree Sale
The Hollow Tree Gift Shoppe is having a sale! 15% on
all merchandise. January 30February 3. 11-4 daily in the
Hollow Tree, lower level University Center. A reception
with refreshments wi.'l be held
Fri.. Feb. 3. Don't miss this
sale!
Meeting
Phi Eta Tau Honor Society
will hold a special meeting
Thursday. Feb. 2 at 6:30 p.m.
in 2"*0 Millett Hal) The meeting will be in place of the
meeting that was cancelled
last Thursday due to the bad
weather. Workers for the
Winter Fest will be scheduled
at this time
lloaor* Anuriailoii
Student Honors Association
yill hold a meeting on February 2, 2:00 p.m., 163 MiHett.

Friday
Waeek-halr
Game
Wright
State s
Men's
Wheelchair Basketball team
will play the faculty and staff
Friday night. February 3. at
7:30 p.m. m the Main Gym.
P.E. Building. Admission is
free.

Weekend
Ckoak C n u u

The Wright State University
Theatre offers two classic
pieces of drama on February
3-5 and 1-12. with OEDIPUS
THE KING and COMEDY OF

HARLEQUIN. Both plays will
be presented or. the same
billing, showing both the tragic and the comic sides of
classical theatre.
Performance times are 8:00
p.m. on Thursdays, Fridays,
and Saturdays, and 2:30 p.m.
on Sundays. A dinner theatre
option is available on Fridays
and Saturdays, and a preshow brunch is offered on
Sundays.
Reservations may be made
by calling the bo» office at
873-2500, Monday through
Friday 12:00 noon to 5:00
p.m.
WINTER FtST
The Inter Club Council presents the 1978 Winter Fest on
the rescheduled date of Feb.
3. All of the activities and
features will be the same
including Cooper
Dodge,
Catherine David. & Gino the
Clown. The theme of the
event is "Bluegrass and
Beer" and it promises to be
exciting!!!
Bach Concert
The fifth AKS/Ecclesia concert at Westminster Presbyterian Church will feature
three Bach solo cantatas. On
Sunday. February 5. at 7:30
P.M.
Well known Dayton singers
Joseph Albrccht. baritone.
Karen Rambo. mez/osoprano,
and Emma Talen, soprano will
sing an "All Bach" concert.
The concert is free to the
public and lighted parking is
conveniently located across
from the church.
CUsak Presentations
A special performance of
Oedipus Rex ar.d The C >meat
of Harlequin by the Univer-,.*y
Theatre will be sponsored by
the Department of Classics on
Saturday, Feb. 4, for a slight
«i=rge, in conjunction with
the A'ltiquities Day at Wright
State
Contests.
preservations,
workshop*, and panel discussions wi'! be \tatured.
For details contact the Departmem of Classic, or call
extention 3(162.
Bo-iwn Hob
The WSU Bowmen Club
w ill meet every Saturday during Winter Quarter from 9
a m.-II a.m. in the Auiiliary
Gym, P.E. Bldg Election of
new officers will be held in a
few weeks. All members and
interested parties are asked to
attend the regular meetings.
VoUtnz Kmm» C w M
A violin/Piano concert will
be presented by the Wright
State University Music Department's Chamber Music

Monday
Career Worksb»ps
The following workshops
will be held in Room 126
Student Services. Admission
is free.
Analyzing
Your Skills,
Monday, February 6. 10-11:30
Learn to in depth analysis of
skills gained through college,
pan time work, or leisure
experiences.

Tuesday
Organist to appear
Organist Karel Paukert. the
sixth artist in the Wright State
University Artist Series, will
perform at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
February 7. at the WSU Creative Arts Center Concert Hall.
This year for the first time.
WSU is offering a series of
oerformances designed for
young people. For more information about tickets and future performances, call 873
2329.

Wednesday
Information Night
Wright State University will
hold an "Information Night"
from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Wednesday, February 8. at
the Upper Valley Joint Vocational School on Looney Road
in Piqua.
Prospective students and
their parents as well as adults
who arc interested in taking
courses arc invited. For more
information contact the WSU
Office of Admissions at 8732211.

Continuing
UCB Application*
Tte UCB application deadline has been changed io Feb.
6tJ„

Stop by our booth at ICC
Winter fest for information
and applications, or gei your
application from one of the
many point? around WSU.
DON'T WAIT-GET YOUR
APPLICATION TODAYIII
Career Placement
Sign ups ky-gin January 30
for the following interviews
sponsored by Career Planning
and Placement.
Toeaday, Febroary 7 CHRYSLER CORP.. Mg. Mgi.
Opportunities Egr., Physics,
Syst. Egr., Mat.. Sd„ Egr.
SCK Corp. Accounting,
Sales Marketing. Bachelors

,
j
j
'

Acct.. Mkt.
WREN'S DEPARTMENT
STORE. Management Trainee. Acct.. Econ.. Mkt., Mgt.
Wednesday, February 8
SQUARE D COMPANY, lnd.Mech. Egr.. Bachelor's Mkt..
Retail Mgt., Bus Admin, preferred. Will consider other
majors.
U.S. NAVAL OFFICER RECRUITMENT. Egr.. Aviators.
Surface Warfare Officers.
Supply
Officers.
Chem..
Comp. Sci., Egr.. Math.
Acct., Physics. Bus., Econ.,
Fin.. Mgt.. Mkt., OBA. Table
in Allyn Hall.
Thursday,
February. 9
ARMCO STEEL CORP. Accounting, Finance. Bachelor's
Acct.
Friday,
February
10
WPAFB. Aeronautical Systems Division. Eng.

Fisher will lectute on his
work at 1:30 p.m. Thnsds".
February 9 in the fourth floor
studios of the WSU Creative
Arts Center. An illustrated
"artist's book" will be published by the Fine Arts Gallery on the occasion of the
exhibition and will be available in April,
The exhibition and the lecture are free and open to the
public. For more information,
call the WSU Fine Arts Gallery. 873-2397 or 873-28%.

ROTC Scholarship.
Schlarship applications are
now being accepted for three
and two year scholarships to
qualified individauls. by the
Dept. of Military Science
(ROTC). In order to be considered for an ROTC scholarship. a student must be either
enrolled in ROTC. or be eligible to receive placement credMark Twain In Cincinnati
it—most veterans and individuals with Junior ROTC trainDr. William Baker, English
Dept.. will discuss his current
ing. Students may still enroll
in Miliary Science courses.
research attempts to solve the
mystery surrounding Mark
For details call 229-3326 or
873-2763.
Twains six month period in
Cincinnati, in which he workEducation Scholarships
ed as a journey man-printer in
Full-time teacher education
1857. in his lecture. Feb. 8 at
majors who are residents of
3:15 p.m. Titled Mark Twain
Ohio may be eligible to apply
in Cincinnati: Work in Profor a Delta Kappa Gamma
gress, it will be held in room
Scholarship fo," 1978-79.
155 University Center.
Applicants must have had
• junior status as of Sept. 1977,
and must have a financial
need. Interested students
should contact the CoordinaGraduate Fellowship*
tor of Scholarships. 179 StuApplications are being acdent Services. The deadline
cepted now through February
for applications is Feb. 20.
10. at Wright State Universi1978.
ty. for graduate fellowships
Urban Fellowships
for the 1978-79 academic year.
Urban
Fellowships
are
For more information, in Dayavailable to selected coilcgc
ton. call 873-2321. Western
seniors and graduates who
Ohio Branch Campus students
have the acadcmic endorseshould call 586-2365 in Cclina.
ment of their college and arc
or 394-3458 in St. Marys.
prepared to participate on a
Piqua Resident Credit Center
.•ill-time basis.
students should call 773-4471.
All students interested in
urban government are enAlumnl/Vanlty Meet
couraged to apply, regardless
Wayne High School will
of training, no later than Feb.
hold an Alumni/Varsity meet
15, 1978.
Feb. 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the
For applications contact the
high school gymnasium. ReFinancial Aid Office or write:
turning gymnasts include
Dominick Cucinotta, Director
former state champions Jim
New York City Urban Fellows
and Jeff Bonham; Dale Eby
Program, 250 Broadway. 11th
and Marty Miller, who also
floor. New Y'ork, New York
competed for the 1977 NCAA
1C007, or-all 212-566-P"'
championships team, UniverCollege Poeiry
sity of Oklahoma, and Dale
The National Poetry Press
Eby. all-around competition
announces
the closing date for
for the 1975 NCAA champ.
the submission of manuscripts
University of California. Dale
by college student; is Feb. 15.
is currently trying to make the
There is no limitation as to
U.S. National Championship
form or theme. Shorter works
team. Come for an evening of
preferred. Each poem must be
exciting and original gymnastyped or printed on a seperate
tics at a small admission
sheet and bear the author's
charge.
name and address. Manuscripts should be sent to the
r xhlblttoE
Office of the P-ess, National
An exhibition by Boston
Poetry Press. Box 218,
artist Richard Fisher will be at
Agoura. Calif. 91301.
Wright State University's
Fine Arts Gallery from FebruWSU Food Co-op
ary 9 through March 1.
By joiring the WSU food
The exhibition is entitled
co-op you can save 25 percent
"Orientation. Migration, Acton groceries, the C-op store Is
ualization of Time" and inlocated in the Gaza Hous,
cludes a series of works dealcampus and is open c\
ing with concerns of time,
Friday from noon until 6 pn
location, and position as
offering a wide variety of
foods.
marked by the sun, and a
series of works based on
For details call Ray Leard at
429-3807.
ecological fantasy.

Etc...
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SportsScope looks at Reds and Raiders

Bv JOHN SALVER
Guardian Sport* Witter
Fans of the Cincinnati Reds
(who else), have probably already heard about the baseball
commissioner's decision to void
the trade of pitcher Vida Blue to
the Reds for a minor league
player and cash.

BASEBALL INSIDERS are say
ing that Commissioner Kuhn is
out to destroy Oakland owner
Charlie Finley. It is. after all.
pretty common knowledge that
there is no love lost between
Kuhn and Finley. and that they
have been open adversaries for a
long time.
Kuhn will appeal the decision
in court, but such appeals generally take years to decide, just like
Kuhn's last reversal of a Finley
trade to New York.
RAY CROCK, the mega-buck

Locals on
the ball
Local 222 leads the co-rec
volleyball teams after a round
of games January 25. with 3
wins and no losses.
Tying the leading locals are
the Chokers. Maddog. and
Shoes United, also standing
with 3 wins and no losses.
TWO VICTORIES out of
three put the D.J.'s and Skull
Crackers in a fifth and sixth
place standing, followed by
F.I.DC. and Breakfast of
Champions with a record of
1-2.
Suffering only losses during
the Ihrce games played arc
Roses & Thorn of Pi Kappa
Phi. Purple Microdots. Zela
Tau Alpha-Beta Theta Phi.
and the WSU Swim Club,
filling in ninth
through
twelfth place.
The
volleyballers
were
scheduled for play again last
night in the Auxiliary gym.
Future games will be played
on Wednesday nights, from 6
to 10 in tfie WSU Auxiliary
gym.

PQRE

({UPCOMING EVENTS:

FES. 2-Women's Basketball
[vs. Xavier, Main Gvra, 7 p.m.
Vi'B. VMo.i's Swim Team at
Kenyon, 7 p.m.
-^-Wheelchair Basketball Faculty/Staff Game. Main Gym.
JO.
FEB. t-WSU Wrtstiiag at
Xavier, Findlay and Northern
Kentucky. 1 p.m.
—Men's Swim Team vs. Marshall. p.E. Building. 2 p.m.
- WOBC Basketball vs. Lakeand Community College. Celina Fiedhoose. 2 p.m.
—Women's Basketball vs. Tcedo. Main Gym, 4:45 p.m.
—Men's "Basketball vs. Virginia
ommonwealth. Main,
Clyre. 7:30 p.m.
FEB. S-WOBC Basketball vs.
Indian* Univer»ty-«-ait CamJ«^Hi^Au(Woriurn^3^nv^

man of Mac Donald's fame and
owner of the San Diego Padres is
calling the decision a blatant act
of hostility towards Finley. and
advocating Kuhn's replacement
as baseball commissioner.
Even though this would be a
great boost to the baseball by
introducing some new blood to
the upper echelons of the baseball power structure, it would nut
be an easy feat to accomplish.
Kuhn's power and contacts in
the baseball world arc vast and
deeply rooted. His removal
would take a concerted effort on
the part of all those who oppose
him.
Opponents of the proposed

trade are saving that the Reds
are trying to buy the Pennant. To
this charge 1 answer, so what? In
the world of professional sports,
the dollar bill is what it's al!
about. For teams to be financially
successful, they must win games,
and to win games they must have
the best players.
NOW THESE PLAYERS don't
come cheap, and owners that
want winning teams must be
ready to pay through the nose
for them.
Other teams have bought the
pennant, with no vetos coming
out of the commssioner's office,
so why pick on the Reds.
Obviously. Kuhn isn't con-

cerned about the Reds, but
instead, is very concerned about
showing the public that he is the
commissioner, and can do anything he wants to; including
destroying an old enemy. Charlie
Finley.
I guess it's just too bad for the
Reds, but somehow, I don't think
we've heard the last of the Vida
Blue trade.
ON THE HOME front, the
Raiders continue to streak along,
already beating iast year's record, and trying to win a place in
the post-season NCAA Division II
tournament.
Winning ten of their last 11
games, they are quickly becom-

ing a dominating force in Midwest basketball.
They show considerable poise
and level-headed play in the
second half against YSU. with
Bill Wilson and Bob Schaefer
continuing !o dominate the Raider's offensive game. But some
other players warrant considerable mention.
JUNIOR JIMMIE CASTER.
who has been starting as a forward but jumped center againt:
YSU. has surprised some of the
Raiders recent opponents with
his rebounding and defensive
abilities, no? to mention a tough
offensive punch underneath.

A Public Service of This Newspaper fi. The Advertising Council

C'morv, kid, Live!

I When the eyes flutter open al last, when
I the breath finally comes easy and reguI lar—only then can the fireman relax.
I And maybe take a little pride
[and pleaure from the special
[gift he's been given
It's a learned gift, with a big
| name, mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
And the gift itself is big, too Because
I in many cases it brings people literally
back from death.
Whenever you wonder' 'where Red Cross
mon»y goes,'' think of it Part of your money goes
to train people in all walks of life to do what needs
to be done when the chips are really down
Maybe you'll never need to be brought back
to life 'his way.
Then again, maybe you will.
Isn't Red Cross a good idea? Belong.

Ph010

p,ul

Ca<amuto, V.F.O.. MI vemon N Y.

Red Cross Is counting
on you.

AMERICAN RED CROSS CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AO NO. ARC-7t~M4(CJ—4 COL.
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Oedipus' and 'Harlequin' on playhouse bill
By DANIEL PICKS EL
By
Gaardlaa Stall Writer

w u written by Byron Hays. a
senior Wright State theatre major, for his senior B.F.A. project.
In the style of Commedia dell
'Arte (broad romedy). the play
combines the classical characters
of Commedia with the scenario to
provide an enjoyable contrast to
Oedipus the Kiig.
ONE OF THE world's most

famous and most performed
plays, is the tragedy Oedipus
King which deals with the downfall and final outcast of King
Oedipus of Thebes.
The play is entertaining as well
as being a strong intellectual
piece of literature, according to
director Dr. Britton
Such intellectual sidelights in-

Marlow said the consulting
firm (the nest step after plans
have been submitted and apStudents trying to avoid the proved by the state architect of
wet snow outside are likely to Lorenz & Williams, have found a
find conditions just as wet inside substance called Bandei, which
due to leaky tunnels. However, they believe will seal the tunnels
Robert Marlow, director of cam- effectively.
pus planning and construction,
ACCORDING TO Marlow. Bell
hopes to have the tunnel leaks telephone and several other comrepaired by nest fall quarter.
panies that utilize tunnels use
Wright State was originally Bandei. "It's applied on the
appropriated SI 25,000 for tunnel inside and absorbs into the wall
repairs in the last bi-annium but to stop the leaks." he explained.
because of time needed to hrie
A bid package for the repairs
consultants and discover a solu- is being put together now and
tion, no repairs were begun.
Marlow said the design work
HOWEVER, under House Bill would be done in the spring,
810, the $125,000 has been re- after preliminaries have been
appropriated this year, according approved by Columbus.
to Marlow.
Marlow hopes that repairs will
Marlow explained the school be begun over the summer.
first had t hrie an investigative
Francis gave three reasons for
firm to discover possible solu- tunnel leakage. "They leak at the
tions to the leaky tunnels.
joints due to settling, joint exRobert Francis, executive di- pansion and contraction, e'.c." he
rector for campus planning and said.
construction, cited two primary
Part of the problem is because
ways of filing the tunnels.
, of the hydrology of the campus"THE FIRST method is vo ' "the third kind of soil." trench
eicavate and reseal," but he said said.
that the appropriated money
A third reason is "less than
would not cover the costs.
perfect design" of the tunnels.
The second method is to "inHE ADDED, "Water is very
nect a new substance to seal the heavy, something like 62.5 cubic
wall" and he added that this is a feet of pressure and when you
fairly new method if sealing pile feet on top of one another it
tunnels.
can really force Its way through

almost anything, especially concrete because its so porous."
Marlow also said that snow
added even more pressure to the
tunnel walls.

In a double-billing of classical
plays, Oedipus lite King and
Comedy of Harlequin will open
February 3 at Wright State's
intimate Festival Playhouse.
Described as a "rollicking
comedy," Comedy of Harlequin,

dude Aristotle proclaiming the
play as one of the Greek tragedies. and Sigmu.id Freud using
the Oedipus legend as the basis
for his highly controversial theory on childhood sexuality, the
Oedipus Complex.

Leaky tunnels pose problems
By SUSAN OPT
GsardUn Staff Wrfcrv

Nuclear lecture
"The Human Cost of Nuclear Technology" is the topic
to be addressed by Dr. David
Fankhauser on Tuesday, February 7. Fankhauser, an Intervener. has been testifying
at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission hearings on the
Zimmer nuclear power plant
in Cincinnati.
The talk will be held at 7:30
p.m. at Sinclair Community
College Room #2022. The
public is cordially invited to
this meeting sponsored by the
American Friends Service
Committee and the Sinclair
Labor Studies Department.
I
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recycle this
Guardian

LANGUAGE HAS always been
a big problem with the classical
theatre. The archaic phrasing
and high sounding structure of
the trrnslated Greek plays has
often bewildered modern audienBritton has attempted to remedy this by complying an acting
script that uses language people
of today will understand.
"I hope this translation of
Oedipus will have the same
impact that it originally did on
the Greeks," said Britton.
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" DELI
BAKERY
L o o k i n g for q u i c k fix favorites? T h e Kroger
D e l i is y o u r a n s w e r w i t h m a n y v a r i e t i e s
of salads, l u n c h m e a t s s l i c e d t o o r d e r
a n d desserts.

l a c h o l I h r t f i d v e i ' i t f d i l r r n is
rpqu>»rd t o b e r f i d i l y a v a i l a b l e
l o t a i r i n e a c h K r o n e r store,
e i c e p t as s p e c i f i c a l l y n o t e d i n t h i s
a d I I t»e d o r u n o u t o l a n advert - * e d i t e m . Me M i l l o i l e r y o u , o u r
c h o i c e o l a c o m p a r a b l e item. w h e n
available, rellectir.* the
savi n g s or Rive y o u a r a i n c h e c k w h i c h
M i l l r n t i t l e y o u t o p u r c h a s e Ihe
a d v e r t i s e d i t e m at t h e a d v e r t i s e d
p r i c e M i t h i n 10 d a y s

COUPON COUPON COUPON

20' OFF
ON THE PURCHASE OF
1 LB OR MORE
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...is it funny:

A DINNER theafre option is
available on Friday and Saturday
and a pre-theatre brunch is
offered before the Sunday matinees.

A W A R M WELCOME
is extended to you
To heir a FREE Christian Science Lecture
ENTITLED
I N D I V I D U A L I Z I N G GOD'S POWER
by Miss Jessica Pickett. CS
Mer.iber of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship.
The First Church of Christ. Scientist, in Boston. Massachusetts.

ITIM POLICY

CINEMA I

Tickets cost $3 for r Jults and
S2.25 for students and senior
citizens, and $2 for a group of 20
or more,

W

C I N E M A II
TONITE AT "7:3S-9:40

•HjisTwctona
THE GWINTI.KT

Curtail, ;<me will be 8 p.m. for
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
performances. Sunday matinees
will be held at 2:30 p.m. for two
consecutive weekends.
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ALL NEW PAGE MANOR CINEMAS 1 & 2
1254 3636

•»! AM PROUD of it."
continued, saying it has the
noble sound of a classic.
Opening night has beer, set
back to Friday. February 3 instead of Thursday, due to weather cancellation of numerous play
practices.
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